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Today in luxury:

Dow plunges as China retaliates in escalating trade dispute

The stock market sank almost 600 points after China appeared to make another move in the escalating tit-for-tat trade
dispute with the U.S., per Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Barneys nears bankruptcy filing with plans to close most stores

Barneys is preparing to file for bankruptcy and nearing an agreement with lenders for a financing package that
would give the luxury retailer time to find a buyer, according to people familiar with the matter, says the Wall Street
Journal.

Click here to read the entire article on the Wall Street Journal.

The new rules of luxury pop-ups
As rents climb and foot traffic continues to decline in stores, long-term leases are losing their rationale, reports
Vogue Business.

Click here to read the entire article on Vogue Business.

Luxury homes in the Hamptons are selling at some pretty steep discounts

It's  the summertime playground for some of New York's most affluent residents. But the Hamptons real estate market
seems to have lost some of its buzz, according to CNN.
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Click here to read the entire article on CNN.
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